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(Instrumental Solo). Eleven songs from the Rodgers and Hammerstein classic, including: Climb
Ev'ry Mountain * Do-Re-Mi * Edelweiss * I Have Confidence * Maria * My Favorite Things * So
Long, Farewell * Something Good * The Sound of Music * more.

''Enhanced with the inclusion of sections of photographs denoting various performances by
different casts, South Pacific: The Complete Book and Lyrics of the Broadway Musical is a
critically important and very highly recommended addition to community and academic library
collections, as well as high school and community theater reference collections.'' --MidWest
Book Report, January 15
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Ebook Library Reader, “Perfect for my needs!. I bought this because one of my piano students
wanted to play a family favorite from the Sound of Music. This book was the perfect level for her
ability at this time.”

lynette, “Not just for piano. Got this for my daughter - she's had lessons for almost two years (but
is only 7 1/2). As written, it's a little too hard for her on the piano, but she can easily play the
melody line. She surprised my by using it more for singing. She loved that she had all the words
to her favorite songs and has carried it all over the place to sing. She also loves when I play the
pieces and she can sing along. Because it's very easy for me, it requires no practice and has
been a fun mother/daughter thing to do.”

Busy Bee, “Big Note Piano "Sound of Music". This is a very good music book for novice piano
players who enjoy the "Sound of Music", have achieved competence in Level 1 playing and are
looking for something more challenging. Some of the songs have very simple arrangements;
some are more complicated regarding chords, sharps and flats, but all are accessible and
advance the student's skills while providing a pleasurable learning experience.”

B.B., “Just what I wanted!. I've always loved the music so when I found the Violin music I had to
get it! The music is easy to read, young violinist should find this easy to follow. It has all the
songs I love, Do Re Mi, the sound of music, my favorite things etc. If you love this movie and
want to play the music you should defiantly get this!”

Diane Young, “Fun to play!. I absolutely love all the songs from this movie. I am not a super
experienced piano player. I love that I am able to play these songs and enjoy them. The best
thing is that they all make it sound like I'm very good at playing! hee hee. My son who is 11 also
has enjoyed playing these song very much too.”

Araba, “What’s not to love. Excited to use this during the holidays with my nephews and nieces”

grigs, “Sound of Music Flute Edition. I bought this for my daughter for Christmas. She's a 12
year old, intermediate skill level player and loves it. It provides some challenge but not soo much
that she cant work through it. I'd reccommend it.”

A Simpson, “Good and lovely songbook. Really good for my 9 year old. She is just starting her
grade 1 pieces and can manage a number of the songs in this book”

Mariad13, “Fun play-a-long. A great book. Fun to play along to the familiar songs. The digital
instrumentals are good quality.”



Deegie, “Nice combination. Ideal for my daughter that likes the musical and plays the clarinet.
The CD was a nice surprise.  We purchased the paper back version which was A4 size.”

rachey, “perfect. bought for a friend who plays violin - she says she loves it! She said it was easy
to follow.”

The book by Alfred Rolington has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 78 people have provided feedback.
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